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INTRODUCTION

. i*
. N

New technologies are often adapted to traditional uses,

without fully exploiting' added capabilities. - To rake full

advantage of new developments, careful planning is needed.'

'Librarians a'nd information scientist are particularly conscious

of the need to apply rapidYc,han4es in computer and coMmunication

technologies'`. to expanding the aby to store, manipulate, and

retrieve information.

Librarians recognized early in their use of online

cataloging systems that the\ compUter was not only a veryp

sophisticated catalog" card pro uction machine but a device for

retrieving bibliographic informdt'on in entirely new ways. The

difficult question wasjoand still not whether to exoldit the

computer for the benefit,of library us s, b,ut how. The ceuestion

has een considered in relation to a va iety of library catalog

formats during the 1970's, but now_it clear that during the

1980(s the most widely used .format \will be direct user
\ ,

interaction with online public- access library catalogs.- The

nature of the use of the many bibliographic data6aseS that have

-been made saccessAle online through commercialservices indicates
1

that computerized records and the software that manipulates them

permit., much more powerful. searching strategies than do

traditiontl card catalogs. This has prompted questions about the

kinds of searching techniOes 'necessary and desirablel:in online

library catalogs and, more important, whether librarians are

seriously limiting their new potential by loading only

traditional .bibliographic records into computerized catalogs.

These questions are ,particularly pressing in relation'to

searching for materials on a particular subject or'for items for
1

which the author or title' are only dimly remembered. Such

Materials are sought by means of keyiwords or subject terms; i*no
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traditioyl ApePican library catalogs this usually means the

first word of a title or a Library of Congress Subject Heading,

(LCSH). . The latter has been widely criticized by librarians and .

there,i&cons-tderable.concern that the present limitations of the

L0.,subject system-should not .be carried over into the era of

online library catalogs.. An ,often-quoted statement of the

problem was made by Bates in 1977: _

If we simply transfer the, austerity -based LC subject

heading approach 'to expensive toMpUter systems; then

we have used our computers merely to embalm the con-

straints that were imposed on library systems back be-

fore typewriters cane into use 1

'This paper examines `research on subject access in light of

problems of and prospects for providing online subject access to

library collections. "Successful" subject searching can only be

defined in terms of the objectives of the acceS system and the

expectations of th,e.reader is an exhaustive bibliography

desired, or only a few select books on 'a topic. Since 'the

emphasis of this paper is on the kinds of access traditionAlly

provided 'through .library catalogs, sit is assumed that the

objective of a subject search in a library Catalog would be: 1)

to lead the reader from tha topics he or she has in mind' to the

relevant vocabulary terms,available in the catalog; 2) to provide

the reader with records fO'r most (80%) .of the books in the system

on the topic in question .but not necessarily to parts of books);

sand 3) to provide the reader with enough information to decide

whether or not to call.for the item identified,by the search.

This is a very modest set of Objectives and mat' not be

acceptableoto libY.aHans who believe it is important to provIde

in-depth 'subject analysis to library users. HoWevet% this paper

is .concerned not only with, what Constitutes the best possible

6



means of subject access, but with political and economic

considerations that are likely 'to affect decisions regarding

futurd library catalogs. While 'a variety of methods for

retrieving _subject information have been used. successfully.in

systems deVgned for specialized subject areas, they cannot be

applied directly and immediately to library catalogs. The

transition from present libra.ry methods of subject analysis to

new forms of access accepted and applied by libraries will be a

gradual process; accompanied by testingand experimentati n. The

purpose- of .the paper is to sug'ges't areaswhere the Bibliographic

Service Development Program' might initiate or support efforts

that will help researchlibraries improve subject acce s through
6

online catalogs.

RESEARCH ON SUBJECT SEARCHING IN LIBRARY CATALOGS:

FINDINGS AND METHODS

General Findings

v-`

Studies .of catalo.g use and catalog users 'provide an overview

of who 'uses the subject catalog, how often subject searches are

successful (using v'a'rying 'definitions for "success"), and how

per'sjstent subject searchers are. The .bulk of .the research, of

course, describes the manual Catalogs that have been -the major

method Cf accessing library materials for over a century;

however, same work has been done on machi.ne files as well. Even

the res.earch done on- manual card Catalogs provides insights for

plahninnline'catalogs because it is'import'ant to understand

the lase made of the library bibliographic record. Library

records contain a standardized, limited set of data elements

rather than; the descr.ptors,, abstracts, and even full texts

avai]able in other kind's of files.

The basic findings may be summarized as follows
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1. Subject he.ading searches are sobetimes used to identify

item's already.,. known t'o the searcher;2 conversely, some

"known-item" searches are searRes only for subject

information.3

2. Although "known-item" searches account for more card catalog
044

use than 'subject searches, the proportion of subject.

searches varies with the user popuration. Several' studies

demonstrate an inverse relatitonship between the amount of

subjec'i searching and the user's level of expertise. In a-`

recent study at Dartmouth, only 28.6% -of the faculty

surveyed.reported that the subject approach was the search

method they used most often, as compared ..to 51.4% of the

undergradlates questioned.4 This may have changed

significantly. wifh the introduction of detailed subject

searching in online catafogs at'Dartmouth, but the new data

have not yet been analyzed..5

3. Users often select terms, that are, either 'too broad or too

narrow.6 Separate subject heading lists, such as the LCSH,

are rarely used ,t.(1 identify terms for. searching, even when

the llsts are placed` near an online catalog terminal.7,8

4. About half of.'the terms used by readers in theif-first try,

at the subject catalog correspond to either a heading 'or a
4

reference found:in the catalog.. If subsequent tries are

.1ncluded, the success rate rises to about 70%.9

*5. Not all users persist in subject- searching until they are

successful. Between two-thiii.ds and three-quarters .of. the

searches in manual subject, catalogs, whether successful or

not, do .not continue beyond a single look-up. 10 There are

some indications, however, that users' might show greater

perseverance when using an online catalog. 11

. t

6.. Wine searching in a small database is considdrably more
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successful, both in terms of number of relevant documents

found and search time per. Useful document, when additional

descriptive terms taken from indexes and tables of contents.

of book's are added to the MARC rec.Orti and made accesvible.12

This approach has not yet been tasted in a large database.

7. Library catalog ,users think that more access points,.both

subject headings and key words, should be added to records

for books.13 Standard library cataloging practice currently

results, in average of slightly' under 41.5..LC subject

headings per reCord.14,15

'Reasons Or Search Failures

Very little is known a6eUt the reasons.why 59% of first

attempts to seek a term' ip the'subject catalog fail,,although

there is'general comsensus1 among librarians, and some evidence

that the lasck-of_ip*:44licity in LC subject terms and the lack of

"see".4references :in;,library catalogs are the major contributing

factors. The 50% "hit-rate" fol. .terms .used by the neader is,
.

prima 'faCie evidence that ,t,lie? entry vocabulary of library

catalogs i',s inadequate. In other words' the natural language

that expreSses readers' reclues,ts is not Mapped, either through

cross references or sufficiently comenient displays in the

thesadrus used, to the terms aRpea,ring in the library catalog. A

rich entry vocabulary is not inexpenisive to maintain, but has

been demonstrated to b-e costeffective because it greatly reduces

the intellectual, burden' on both the cataloger and the,searcher.16
)

Lack ,of gpacificity itO.0 subject terms as the cause of Many

subject search failutes is more difficult- to demonstrate

conclusively. An early, library catalog study and more recent

studies of informationre,trieval systems have shown that In

general, Material In subject areas With more abstract language

9
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(e.g., education) is more difficult tp access with precision thaiv

items in areas 'with relatively ;'hard" languages (e.g,.,

cheMistry).1 A study- done by Lipitz at Yale, where LCSH rare

used forsupject access,- found that. "users engaged in subject'

searches 'frequently complained that subject sections in the

catalog are much too large and general* rarely narrowed to cover

only the particular subject aspect of iriterest' to the user." 18

The compl of nts of Yale, users are substantiated by a recent°.

analysis of vsample-of bdoks classed wifh LC classification and

given LC subject headings. The analysis demonstrated that in a

number of ,classification r ges, subject headings did not add

*apOreciably to discriminating among all of .the items assigned the'

same class Amber.' This led the. investigator to conclude that

in, these areas the reader could do just as well (or better) at

the book shelf than they could in the library' car.alog:"19

However, the frequently-voiced complaints regarding lack, of

specificity dpi LCSH do not neces'sartly reveal, that the actual

vocabulary 01 the list is the -cause of the search failure., For

example, readers' requests often may be t4specific to be met by

monographs indexed as a whole, even. though American library

cat ogs generally- do not contain subject entries for partsof,

books. This difference between library policy and reader'S

requests, could account, at least-in part, flor, the demonstrated

superiority of a system .that adds-information derived from\ the

indexes 'and tables Of .contents of monographs: In eaddttio to

policy decisions, flaws jn indexing practice may account for

searching failur'es. After being shown a num6pr of example of

overly-general terms assigned by LC catalogers, tdward B ume,

(then Head of the LC Subject Cataloging Division) noted, "Sub ect
Ir

headings can be created as needed, but often catalogers chose,

not to do so. Man,* of the bad examples of LC _Subject inde ing

cited by variout speakers are not examples of. the limitation of

the. system as such, but rather examples of extremely bad

cataloging. .20

4
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Failure- Analysis'
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'The inabilit to specify the precise causes of failure in

library subject searching illustrates a, methodology .problem in

research on indexing systems recently described by Svenonius.21

Shg points out that comparisons on evaluations of systems are

studies of "aggregate variables;" overlooking the separate

elements that make differing contri'butiOs to the success or

failure of the system. ,Even studies restricted to the indexing

-language mists specific features that' may account for .essential

differences. While Svenonius:s call 'for more 'theoretical

' research in this area is apt, existing methods for evaluating

indexing langbages 6y .compaOng terms in the system with actual

request statements could also provide useful results in studies

of'. subject access in online catalogs.22 The online catalog

provides tpe opportunity to monitor the frequency of use of

different types of search terms, to observe which of the terms

appearing in thedatabase are used in searching,.and to enumerate

and analyze those terms used'in searching that do not match terms

accessible in the database.23

I

4neral performance' measures used without analyzing 'the

reasons for'search failures do not provide the information needed

to make decisi.on's leading to improving a system. "Failure

.analysis" is,commonly doef,e in studies of automated information

systems since machine searching can.provide a step-by-step record

of a search `without inconveniencing the searcher. Although the

results of such studies as reported in the literature are--/

speci

search

to the systems under scrutiny *, King has noted that .

allure can be expected to fall into the following

categories:

It is easier to generalize the results of library catalog studies
because subject access mechanisms in libra-ries are fairly standardized.
However, differences among libraries, such as policy in providing Cross
references, may often be underestitnated.

11



1. failures of policy

2. _failures in

specificity or

betyeen'terms;

or practice in indexing;

vocabdlary usetl; usually due to lack of

a ambiguous or spurious relationships

3. fail,ures'ip searching strategy;

. failure to reflect accurately the

the searc 24

u'ser 's inftrmation need in

Thorough failure analysis 'in Oyes examination of the docunient

misse& iindexing .records,.req -sts, sea-qh*strategies, and the

users! r'e'levance assessments. In-depth analysi also can be

'informative when both successful

compared.

.

nd unsuccessful searches are,

Free Text v s . Tontrolled Voce Lary Searc ng-
,

. ,

Many of the. other techniques and- perfo mence measures.4that

are well developed. for evaluating automat'ed in ormation systems,

such as measures of precision, estimated recall, and'searchAime

per relevant document found, can be applied to evairuate subject

Searches in both online and manual library catalogs. Studies

employing these methods might cast some light on the rela.tive

merits of\ free tegt'vs. controlled vUabulary searching on

bibliographic records for books, a -quiest'Ion. often debated by

librarians. The MUMS and SCON5P0 systems at the Library of

Congress provide an ideal opportunity, to compare the'capabilAies,

of two different software systems, one limited,to searching exact

subject' headings (often phrases) and the other accessible by

subject word. --Both are Used to search one database., However,

comparisons .o.k,,free text searching with controlled vocabulary

searching have been applied to a variety of "databases and systerlis

and invariably ea.d to the same conclusion: a combination- 'of

1'

12
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both is best, with the optimal mix .dependent upon the specific
ti

featuTes of the database, the system, and the user's

requirements. Vendors of database search services have found

that -their customers- demand the -fullest range of search

'possibilities avdilabre; BRS, Inc. has found that this same-

," request is made by the libraries fg which it provides online

public catalogs.25 In this case, the test Of the marketplace has

indicated, the desirability of fl-exible free text searching of

records for books'. ,

Developing software that permits 'free text-searching is

simple task in comparisonwith providing the data elements to be

searched. Library bibliographic records are-, not rich in

searchable words. Other than the words in the title of ,a book,

and very occasionally a contents mote, few useful terms. exist in

the tradition.al library record beyond those added as specific

access)looints by a cataloge.r. Atherton created a database of

MARC recgrds enriched by descriptive terms from the tables of

contents ,and indexes of the books represented. She found that

the enriched database, referred to as BOOKS, was clearly superior

for subject searching. Atherton's work has been widely

publicized and well).eceived, yet librarieS'have not made efforts

to enhance thei1 bibliographic records as she suggested. One

possible explanation for this inaction is that practitione'rs

believe that further testing and demonstration'of the value,of

such enrichment is necessary. Another is that,' the enhancement

process adds a workload that cannot be absorbed economically. If

this is the case, it would be useful to know whether it is

cRossible to,sacrifice the LC subject headings 'Presently being

applied in exchange for the uncontrolled vocabulary terms

available in, the BOOKS databasel, This could be done by analyzing

the results of the BOOKS searches and, eliminating matches made

only on the LC subject heading portiom of the record. Economic

realities may make "trade-ins" a more realistic possibility than

acquiring an additional vehicle for subject access.

13
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PRECIS ,

A "trade-in" often debated by <>subject catalogers is the

'iubst'itutiOn, of PRECIS Strings for Library of Congress subject

headirigs off catalog records produced at LC. At the requjst' of

t"he ALA Subject Analysis Committee, the Library conducted a stiedy

.in .1977 'to test' the feasibility .of adding PRECIS strings to LC

records. The relatiye merits of,the two systems for use b).' thote,

seeking informatjonmere .ftot addressed,. Such a' comparative

study, although difficult to design, would be of interest to mapi

14owever,'the conclusions drawn by the Library of

'Congress in 1977 indicate there is no pressing- need to conduct

. ,such a study-. The Subject Cataloging Division determined that

.there has been -no public demand that 044Library of

Congress either replace the trowlitional Library of

Congress subject headings with PREC4S, 'nor to add PRECIS

strings to '

traditional catalog cards or MARC tapes ...

'.In view of the faCt that the additionkof PRECIS strings

to all current cataloging:° would cost approximately

$,000,000 per year and that there has been no demand

to do this, the Library of Congress will not seek money

from,Congress or from zany other source to Maintain

two 5.ubject heediAg44index,ing systems.26

3

The .LC study is-sn importsant'reminder that steps taken to improve
%

subject access must realistically assess relevant economic and

politfcal'considerations.,
a ,*

r

Studies of Usersb! Needs

Quantitative measures of existing systems for subject

searching' also need to be' supplemented by behavioral science

. methodology to 'provide qualitative assessments of the needs,
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Perceptions, and level 'of satisfaCtion of the systems' u'sers.27

A4lajor study being conducted by the QCLC Research Depitment has

employed the focused - group' interview technique to determine

"library users' perceptons, expectations, and criteria for

success in using Ihe subject catalog.
'128 The study is intended

to provide the designers..of online public' catalogs with

descriptions of the feitures that will support and enhance the

present subjeet search' tactics, of 1/ibrar2, users. 'Although

detailedAnalyses:are presently being applied to the risults of

200 individual interviews 13 group 'interviews; the

investigators 1ave already, been able to. describe some of the

desirable'featu'res of an online subject catalog. These inn-lade:

,

.

, .

.

.
. % ,

1. additional access points, including key wordsin titles and

added subject headings describing both. the whole book and

its chapters;

J2. ° online display of a thesaurus to help 'sear'chers

broader, narrower, 'and related term's;

3. the ability to define, searches with Boolean logic;

(4.

4., thee abi 1 ity to delimit sea's by: a) date, b) imclusion or

exclusion of conference proceedings, c) level of

understanding' required by the reader, d) fiction/nonfiCti-dn,

are) language;

5. transparent (i.e., automatic) translation from the users'

natural, lan§uage to the terms used in,the catalog;

6, additional descriptive ,information culled front the book

(e.g., table of. contents) that would permit browsing-at the

terminal rather the. stacks to __make _relevance

judgments.

It is worth noting that all of these features have been used

15
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successfully to improve subject access in a variety , of

-information databases. 'Librarians designing online catalog"s are

in the fortunate position of being able ,,capitalize on the

developments and experiments made during the past decade in

providing online access to specialized databases.

BUILDING ON WHAT IS KNOWN

Although there is much more'research to be done on subject

access, the preceding section also indicates that a ,great deal

more is known than has been applied in library catalogs. A two-

fold apprOacW is needed to plan for the future: 1) continuing

research to determine the most effective means of subject access

that can be used in libraries, and -2) taking action to tmprOVe,

andenhance established methods of subject access.

Research on Enriched Records
,tk

I.

Word-by-word (i.e., free text) searching throughout the

record as well as subject heading (i.e., controlled vocabulary)

searching of added entries has been enthisiastically Used by most
.

online catalog customers served hy:BRS. Delimiting searches by,

data elements in the record and applying Boolean and positional

operators also make the most of data in bibliographic records...

But many librarians 'argue that- simply are not enough

descriptive words in standard records' for monographs to, permit

adequate 'subject Fetrieval. The average bibliographic record for

a monograph contains between one and two subject headings;

journal articles indexed in common reference tools are given

considerably more descriptors.29 There is no rational

intellectual justification .for the dis6-epancy in the "index-term

per me" ratio for books and articles; the explanation lies in
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library' gconomics and priorities.: The most. successful use of

free-text searching occurs 'in databases containing abstracts or

full texts, not just bibliographic citations. -The possibilities

for enriching databases4of library records range in a continuum

from methods requiring _considerable .effort or expense (e.g.

prep aring an abstract for each work cataloged) to minimal

enhancements added autOmititall/.

Atherton deMonstrated that 300 additional descriptive word's

taken' directly from the contents of a book and added to A MARC

record considerably enhanCed access to library materials.

Although she devised an efficient method for this enrichment, it

appears that no library or group of libraries is willing t o pay

the price of the added labor at this tires. . A much pore modest

method of generating additional descriptors might be to Use a

program to .add to MARC records the appropriate termsfrom the LC

classification schedules wheifeVer certain class numbers appeared

in the reCord.30 As Atherton suggests, continued research is

needed to test for the most effective and most practical'

enhancements to records. In addition, new ideas, will need to be

tested for acceptability in the libr*a'ry community and modified

Academicibraries, faced with budget guts, are not

likely to adopt cataloging- practices that equine additional.

labor. I-n fact, the last decade has shown greater reliance thaR

in the past on standard Library of Congress records in most

libraries., Convincing libraries that they need to enric their

records for subject access will require a large body of re earch

and a well argued plan to show that the benefits of such

enrichment outweigh the costs.

,--..---Research on Search Failure

A5 discussed in the first part of this paper, the reasons

currentylibrary catalogs fail. to respond to subject search

requests ',are not adequately dnders)Ood. For example, it may be

17 .
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that the' fundamental policy underlying library subject cataloging

-7 that of. providing only subject headings coextensive with the

entire book -- is at fault. Search failures must be analy!ed

(see section entitled "Failure. Analysis") 'if. Users' acttal

gdemands on the library catalog are to be understood and sys'ems

to meet these demands designed.

Studies of online catalogs .(such as those now under w4)

provide opportunities to gain insight into the causes for failure

in subject searches through diagnostic analyses of a sample of

search requests. This would require tracking the searches and

(results, asking two or three skilled searchers (e.g., referenc'e'

librarians) to repeats the searches, showing any additional,

documents discovered toe the reader for a relevance assessment,

and analyzing the reasons why the additional documents were

missed by the library .user. The results will help individual

litra-r-i-es _d_S&E_S_S their ow0 systems; if a___,_patterninjhe_results',

pinpoints problems in indexing, indexing, entry

vocabulary, or general problems in searching strategies, the-

results will prove useful to the entire library'community.

failure analysis is not built into

in process, special studies should

the online catalog studies now

be undertaken.

I

Enhancing the urrent-Method of Subject Access

Although its precise ,contribution to successful searching

varies by syst MI,' a controlled vocabulary continues to b'e a,

valuable component in subject access systems. The controlled

vocabularies of the many specialized bibliographic databases

available, online differ widely, a desirable, condition for

accessing material in special fields, but one that makes

_searching the databases difficult to master. Research library

catalogs cover a wide range of subjects and most share a _single,

general vocabulary --. LC, Subject -leadings. An enormous

investmen has been made in t se headings; there are literally
4
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mi, llions
,

of these subject terms embedded in bibliographic record

databases in the U.S. and Canada, and the Library of Congress is

committed to supplying them for the bibliographic records it .

creates. (Fren.ch-Canadian users of the University of Toronto

4taloging System, UTLAS, are even translating LC subject

he dings used in MARG records into French.) Online catalogs must

hel searchers take advantage of LC subject headings.

L brarianshave learned that effective searching in subject

catalog requires consulting "the red book", the thesaurus of LC

subject terms: Yet other catalog users rarely use this tool'

only 5% of SCORPIO searchers costsult the list placed near LC's

public access terminals.31 Online interactive displays of e

thesaurus terms have proven successful in a number of retrieval

systenis and the OCLC study has found users to be enthusiastic

about the idea of using such 'an aid.* Thus conversion of the LC

ubect list to an online thesaurus, mounted by networks,

utilities, vendors, and other providers of online catalogs and

capable of interrogation online by library users throughout the

country, would add a powerful searching tool to online catalogs.

How might this conversion be accomplished? The answer

depends partly on whether to aim for restructuring the terms in

the LC list into a fully hierarchical arrangement or to settle

for the more modest objective of a thorough editorial revision of

the LCSH cross reference structure to bring it up to the standard

of current thesaurus construction. Such an editorial- revision

was suggested by Angell in 1972 as a means of making the manual

list,more useful.32 With the advent 'of the online catalog, the

revision would lay the groundwork for an interactive display of

* Kaske and Sanders reported resistance by a few scholars-to the

idea. These few scholars feared the "rigid conceptual relationships"

that they thought the online display would enforce. One suspects

these scholars' are reacting t. the implications of the phrase "tree-

of knowledge" that was used y the researchers to describe the dis-

plays, and that the scholar- would, in fact, find it useful to consult

a "thes'aurus..".
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narrower terms (NT, currently "see also' references in LCSH),

related terms (RT, currently ".'ee also" references in LCSH), and

broader terms (8T, currevntly "see also from" notes i'n LCSH not

made into references), in addition to "use" (currently "see")

referenogs and "used for" notes (currently "see; froM" notes).

The addition pf scope 'And history notes woUld'gre'atly compensate

for changes in terminology and for the common (and inevitable)

practice, of refining .ar.jd narrowing subject headings withput'

retrospectively-subdividing files. By instrUtting seatc,kers that
...

earlier' material on their specific topics may be fou40 under

certain broader terms, such notes would expand the recall power

of the system. The "revision might also include the addition of .

many specific references that are not now spelled out in the

printed LCSH lists.

Restructuring LC terms into a hierarchical arrangement, a

considerablymore'ambitious project, is also possible. A true

hierarchical structure would facilitate experiments in vocabulary

switching from LCSH to other thesauri as well as efforts to add

terms to LCSH for use in special subject areas. It ..Would also'

insure that the cross references displayed to users reflect

accurate conceptual relationships between terms and would allow

users to select terms from a hierarchical display.

The product of either a revision or a.reconstruction (in

either case, the actual subject terms used need not be changed)

would be a 4Aabase of subject authority Frmation that would

be 'displayed t both searchets and catalogers on online

terminals. In add tion -to enhancing searching, the display would

aid *catalogers in i entifying terms to apply a4-1(1 would ease

future'editing and,main enance of LCSH.*

*Catalogers find .the UTLAS displa LL subject authorities so
ustful that a group of UTLAS particioo s cooperatively, code and key

all information 'from each issue of th4 H AdditiokiS and Changes

into the UTLAS subject authority file.31



Displaying df the existing LCSH headings and references will

not, in itself, solve the Problem of-an entry vocabulary that

matches' only. half of users' first tries. Even without making a ,

single change in an LC subject term, access to' the terms could be

improved enormously by adding t.o the, entry vocabulary,'

adding "see" references., This can only be accomplished through a.

system of:continuous user-feedback; only the individuals at the

user-end of.a subject system can monitor and suggest those terms

that are needed. This is not the fault of the cataT:oger, but is

inherent in the process,ofworking frOm a given book. In a study

at the University of Chicago, library users were shown books and

asked what subject-, heading they would' t-upply for the titles.

Participants did not check the catalog° or a, list of LC terms, yet

very few o, the terms they proposed were not 'on the LC list.32

In other words, the list is adequately designed t,p,match books in

hand. But readers-carry out research-on 1pr.oblems rather -than on v

books or topics,33 comingrto the catalog with,:an_ unpredictable

vocabulary. Only a compilation of refeeences drawn from actual

requests will be rich enough to meet their needs-. Online library

catalogs provide an opportunity to" capture samples of actual

request language, although reference librarians are in 0 position

to offer suggestions and feedback as well. 'This kind of feedback

is 'collected regularly 'from the users of database searCi

services: the ERIC' Vocabulary Improvement Program provides a

model for collecting and editing suggiesfioris for new and 'revised

teems as well as for references.34

Ensuring an Effective User Interface

Tracking and diagnosing search strategies may reveal, some

predictable patterns in user behavior, but the process of

research itself is largely creative, intuitive, 'and

unpredictable. Library users s.--thinang'uotit loud" into tape.

recorders .during searches of.the' card catalog at 'Ohio State

University revealed "an' amazing jumble of Yuck,.inspiration and

21



some ,knowledge trilogerefl "by;flipping through cards. ...."37

Because the -research process is one oftbuilOng continually on

the answers to questions posed and'tesqlved by the researcher,
, 4

Swanson has' emphasized the importance of "creating a structure or

framework within which searchers themselve§ can exercise maximum'

ingenuity and reourtefulmess."3.8 In designing onLiftelibrary

catalogs, the best aid to subject (and :Other) searching may be

the pi-ogram through which the user interacts directly with the

System, the "user-friendly inte'rface." Descriptive, information

in the databaSe,andlpoWerful software to each it cannot be used

to full potential unless th.e, interface: is °easy to learn.

Currently, a researcher, using more than .one library (a common

occurrence) 'does not need 'to learn hiliPY to op.en acatalog drawer

or flip through%.the cards each time fie.zoir she enters' a flew

system. But men "log-on:' and "scrolling" procedure's are likely.

to vary among online catalogs.. While commercia)con.linet services
%.

suffer from unfortunate diversiy,39 have a unique

opportunity, right now, to standaedize command languaQe, search

procedures, anfi other elements of the user interface for public

catalogs before independent systems proliferate:, The BSDO,

presently coordinating reseach efforts by fibrAries employing or

planning online catalogs, is in an, excellent position to

encourage standards, deve.lopment by the qarticipating

institutions.

I

There is nO 'doubt that subject access will be',; better in the

online catalog than in existing library card cata,lOg, The
4

question is, how much better? In part, the answer depends on

actions taken now.

22
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, SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

J. Understanding the relationship between library bibliographic

records and researchers.' subject searches.

American research ljbraries, the bibltagraphic record,

-including terms,.added as subject descriptors, is a standardized

prodOct. Yet the library profession has not documented how. this

product is used in silbjectS searches or why searches succeed or

fail. Gross surveys of rates of success.or ifailure only begin to

Answer the questions and do not indtcatg how improvements can be

made. Diagnostic studies of, actual' searches done by sampjes of

'reader, populations senior ,faculty in a social science

discipline, graduate students in a humanities .area, etc.)-should

be undertaken, using methodologies well developed lor evaluations

of information sysfems. : There is no easy, speedy way to` gather

the large ,body- of detailed data needed, but,.the enormous U.S.
,

library investment in standard bibliographic records makes the

need for such data pressing.

2.. Enriching the search terms available in.library bibliographiC

records. 4

Library-bibliographic records do not, include the abstracts

and' long :lists of descriptors that are 'searchable in many:

information systems. Athe /ton's "Books are for Use Project"

demonstrateZI that enriched MARC records hold considerable promiie

for improved-subject access. Her recommendations for continued

research to determine the optimum nuMber,andkinds.of terms added

to 'records should be followed. - As methods for .producing expanded

MARC records.are devised, plans for cooperative efforts to do so

should be developed and tested for acceptability in the library.

community. The methodology used by 'Information Systems,

_Consultants, Inc., in developing for* ARL a cooperative plan to

) 23
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expand access to Microforms could be applied to planning for a

cooperative plan to expand subjec; access.

The Subj-ect Access Project, funded b'y the CountiT on Library

Resources in 1978, demonstrated the potential of "enriched"

bibliographic records for subject-searching. Another CLR-funded.

project, carried out by William Mischo iin,1979 used enriched

records -to provIlle in-depth access to a 'reference collection

fhrough computer-generated KWOC indexes." Council support for

grant proposals th.is area should 'continue and expand. BSDP

could encourage such research by ,developing and publicizing

guidelines ,encouraging researchers, to submit proposals on

pragmatic methods for enhanced subject. retrieval.

3. Enriching the entry vocabulary for subject searches.

.A .rich entry vocabulary is an important component of a

successful subject -access system: The entry vocabulary currently

used in most AmeriCan libraries is based. upon the' cross

references provided in the Library of Congress. Subject Headings

(LCSH). While any library is free to expand' upon these

references, few have all.ated the extra staff time needed.

Any expanded 'entry vocabulary to LC subject terms should be

'made available for use in Amerion library catalogs, especially

online catalogs where %he switching from:-entry term to actual

'term can be done. automatically. The expanded vocabulary should*

be:: 1) based on t'he actual language of reader's requests, and 2)

':,-developed cooperatively. One possible way to create' a' file 'of

such references would , be through user input to the Library of
/\.

.CoRgress.,

The Library of Congress has indicated its interest in

participating in a project to test a mechanism ficr and the

utility of collecting user suggestions Vol'. new LCS'H terms and

additional cross references.41 The test project would4collect

.24 .
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. /

,suggested\rms from several libraries over aset period Cf,time.

The terns would be collected in a uniform manner at each

institution with project supervisors at each of the libraries to
-

sort and edit suggestions before submitting them to LC. The

suggested, terms would then be feviewed and analyzed by the

Library of Congress. An advisory 'committee might be formed to

meet wjth LC staff to .determi,ne the conclusions and

recommendations indicated by the results of the project.
.0

4: Getting the most from' the, controlled vocabulary.

A controlled vocabulary likely to remain an essential

component of library subject access for some time to come.

Trends in current library operations also indicate that LCSH will

bethe controlled vocabulary used, by- most American libraries as

long as LCSH terms are provided on LC MARC records. While major

changes in LCSH terms would be burdensome to American.libraries

already editjng their .catalogs to conform to AACR2, a

econfiguration of the LC list into an online thesaurus would

,create a reference tool of great benefit to both libraries and

readers. In addition, the thesaurus could form-the° basis for

expanding the list in special fields or for machine translations

into other;vocabulaTies.

The .Library of Congressis'interested in improving th'e LCSH

cross reference structure'in conjunctionyit the Librar'y's plans,

to automate and distribute its subject authority file. As

previously noted, a range f possibilities for improvement

exists, running from a limited editorial.projtct to a recasting

of the list into a hierarchical thesaurus. The Library'would

like to partici-pate in a small, working meeting of no more than

ten experts in subject access and thesaurus construction for

automatectSystems. The objective of the meeting would be to

explore in detail alternatives for editing,or,restructuring LCSH

(without revising the subject terms used) and to define the
\

project(sY required to reach the most feasible and desirable end

,
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A

5. Developijeg and proMOting standards fortthe user interface in

'the-onlinellibrary ca.talOg.
-A

It is rdcommdnded that the BSDP -form a Tforking group of
aw

librarians currently involved in the developmerit of online public

catalogs. The group members would define those elements of the

interface that should be standardized (e.g. cotMand language) and

begin to develtp standards 'to which.their emerging catalogS could

adhere. Further standards develOiglenrmipt then be turned over

to an ANSI.Z39 subcommittee, suctiiRs*he Z39-group now working, on
*t

terms and symb s in retrieval s'ytems:.

1
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